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Ultrasonic-assisted synthesis of porous S-doped carbon nitride ribbons for 
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A B S T R A C T   

A series of porous S-doped carbon nitride ribbons (PSCN) were prepared by one-pot hydrothermal and sono-
chemical synthesis techniques. The morphologies and nanostructures of the catalysts were characterized by SEM, 
XRD and IR, which confirmed the pristine graphitic structures of carbon nitrides retained in the products. Due to 
sonication treatment, PSCN has porous structures in the thin ribbon and larger specific surface areas (PSCN 
43.5 m2/g, SCN 26.6 m2/g and GCN 6.5 m2/g). XPS and elemental mappings verified that sulfur atoms were 
successfully introduced into the carbon nitride framework. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) results showed 
S-doping in the carbon nitride reduced the bandgap energy and enhanced their capability of the utilization of 
visible light, which contributed to higher photo-generated current. Photoluminescence (PL) analysis indicates the 
recombination of photogenerated carriers was suppressed in PSCN. Moreover, the photocatalytic performance 
showed that S-doping and porous and thin ribbon nanostructures may effectively boost the CO2 reduction rate (to 
as much as 5.8 times of GCN) when illuminated by visible light (>420 nm) without the need of sacrificial ma-
terials. The preliminary mechanisms of the formation of PSCN and its applications in photocatalytic CO2 
reduction are proposed. It highlights the potential of the current technique to produce effective, nonmetal-doped 
carbon nitride photocatalysts.   

1. Introduction 

A key component of the atmosphere that affects both the carbon 
cycle and the climate of the planet is carbon dioxide (CO2). The primary 
cause of climate change is generally agreed to be the rising level of at-
mospheric CO2 brought on by the burning of fossil fuels [1]. Researchers 
have devised a variety of CO2 reduction strategies, including thermo-
chemical [2], electrochemical [3], and photochemical methods [4]. 
Methanol, carbon monoxide, ethylene, and other compounds can be 
produced from CO2 [5–7] But the development of catalysts for CO2 
photo-reduction is still lagging due to a lack of effective, reliable, cost- 
effective, and highly selective catalysts. 

Because of its inherent benefits, including a good band gap, envi-
ronmental friendliness, affordability, and ease of production, carbon 
nitride is regarded as a promising photocatalyst [8,9]. Traditional 
graphitic carbon nitrides (GCN) made by direct calcination of pre-
cursors, on the other hand, are constantly constrained by their bulky 
structure, uncontrolled band gap, and rapid charge carrier recombina-
tion, which limits the active species and useful catalytic sites [10]. 
Several strategies have recently been devised to enhance the 

performance of bare GCN, including doping with non-metal [11,12] or 
metal elements [13,14], as well as creating composites with other 
semiconductors [15,16]. However, when exposed to people and the 
environment, carbon nitrides that have been doped with metals like Zn, 
Cu, Pb, Ni, etc. produce an accumulation of their hydrated ions, which 
impacts public health and the environment [17,18]. As a result, there is 
an urgent need for an efficient non-metal-doped photocatalyst. 

Graphitic carbon nitrides which were doped with non-metal ele-
ments like oxygen [19,20], nitrogen [21–23], carbon [24,25] and 
phosphorus [26,27], were reported to substitute the original atoms in 
the 2D carbon nitride framework and altered g-C3N4

′s electronic struc-
ture. Sulfur-doped g-C3N4 prepared by treating the g-C3N4 powder in a 
gaseous H2S atmosphere or by thermolysis of thiourea was demon-
strated by Liu et al [28] and Wang et al [29]. S element substituted ni-
trogen in the aromatic tri-s-triazine rings, reduced recombination of 
photoinduced electrons and holes and enhanced its photoreactivity. In 
addition to elemental doping, structural modulation also plays a key role 
in catalyst design [30–32]. The geometry design of g-C3N4 allows to 
enhance scattering and reflection of the incident light, which would 
result in the significant advancement of light harvesting efficiency and 
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improve its photoreactivity. In this research, we focus on the 
ultrasonication-aided synthesis of porous S-doped carbon nitride rib-
bons (PSCN) and its capability for CO2 photocatalytic reduction under 
visible light radiation. Surprisingly, as-prepared catalysts greatly 
extended the absorption of visible light and promoted photocatalytic 
performance. Fig. 1 illustrates the synthesis of PSCN from melamine, 
sulfuric acid as the precursor by hydrothermal synthesis, followed by 
ultrasonication, and calcination. As a result, the photocatalyst possesses 
a porous nano-ribbon microstructure and showed a significantly 
enhanced photocatalytic CO2 reduction rate (up to 30.3 μmol⋅g− 1⋅h− 1), 
which was 5.8 times that of GCN photocatalysts. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

The chemical reagents used for the synthesis of PSCN were 
commercially available. Melamine (99 %, Aladdin, Shanghai, China), 
concentrated sulfuric acid (95.0–98.0 %, Aladdin, Shanghai, China), 
ethanol (≥99.8 %, Aladdin, Shanghai, China) and glycerol (≥99.5 %, 
Aladdin, Shanghai, China), sodium sulfate(Na2SO4, 99 %, Aladdin, 
Shanghai, China), and deionized water (Millipore, 18.2MΩ cm) were 
used as chemical reagents without further purification. 

2.2. Synthesis of catalysts 

The catalyst PSCN was synthesized using a one-pot hydrothermal 
method. First, melamine (2 g) was dissolved in 60 ml glycerol to form a 
clear solution at 80 ◦C. 0.8 ml concentrated sulfuric acid was added and 
stirred for 15 min. Then, it was transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave 
and heated at 150 ◦C for 12 h. After that, the slurry was obtained by 
filtrating the mixed solution. 20 ml ethanol and 20 ml deionized water 
was added to the slurry in a 100 ml glass cup and was ultrasonicated at 
80 ◦C for 1 h. The mixture was filtered, and the precipitated solid was 
washed with ethanol and deionized water, followed by drying for 24 h at 
80 ◦C in a vacuum oven. Finally, PSCN was obtained by calcinating the 
resulting solid at 550 ◦C for 2 h with a heating rate of 2 oC⋅min− 1. The 
sample synthesized using the same method but without ultrasonication 
was denoted as SCN. Additionally, the sample synthesized by directly 
calcining melamine at 550 ◦C for 2 h was denoted as GCN. 

2.3. Characterization 

XRD spectra were obtained using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractom-
eter (Cu Ka radiation). An attenuated total reflection (ATR) configura-
tion was used to gather the IR spectra using a Thermo Nicolet iS50 FTIR 
spectrometer. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM S- 
4800, Hitachi, Japan), was used to characterize the morphology char-
acteristics of the sample products. Diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) 
were recorded on a Varian Cary 4E UV–vis system with Labsphere 
diffuse reflectance accessory. Bandgap energy (Eg) of the GCN, SCN and 
PSCN samples was calculated according to the following formula: 

(α-hv)1/n
= C

(
hυ − Eg

)

where α, υ, and C are the absorption coefficient of the materials, light 
frequency, and the constant, respectively. The parameter n is related to 
different electronic transitions (n = 2 for indirect-allowed and n = 1/2 
for direct-allowed transitions, respectively. Photoluminescence (PL) 
spectra were acquired on a Fluorescence Spectrophotometer (F-7000, 
Hitachi, Japan) at an excitation wavelength of 380 nm. X-ray Photo-
electron Spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out on Thermo ESCALAB 250 
monochromatized Al Kα at hυ = 1486.6 eV. Pore size distribution and 
the specific surface area of the materials were calculated by the BET 
model using nitrogen adsorption–desorption data at 77 K Micromeritics 
ASAP 2460, USA) in the pressure range of P/P0 = 0–1. 

2.4. Photoelectrochemical measurements 

Photoelectrochemical measurements were performed on an electro-
chemical analyzer (CHI660E, CHI Shanghai, Inc.) using a standard 
three-electrode configuration with a Pt wire and Hg/Hg2Cl2 (in satu-
rated KCl) as the counter electrode and reference electrode. The working 
electrode was prepared as follows: 5 mg of light ground GCN, SCN or, 
PSCN was mixed with 0.5 ml of alcohol to produce a slurry. The slurry 
was then evenly dispersed onto a fixed area (≈1 cm2) of an ITO glass 
substrate, followed by drying the ITO glass substrate electrode at 60 ◦C 
for 10 h. 

2.5. Photoactivity performance 

The photocatalytic CO2 reduction test was performed on homemade 
equipment. A 300 W Xenon lamp with a 420 nm cutoff filter was used as 
the visible light source. The as-prepared photocatalyst (10 mg) was 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram on the fabrication of PSCN phohocatalyst.  
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suspended in 10 ml of deionized water in a 100 ml glass cup by ultra-
sonication. Then it was transferred into a 50 ml round-bottom quartz 
photo-reactor. The reactor was sealed with a silicone rubber septum and 
the solution was saturated with CO2 gas for 30 min. After light irradi-
ation for some time, the gaseous products such as CO, CH4 were 
measured by gas chromatography. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Synthetic strategy of PSCN 

PSCN was synthesized by self-assembly of the protonated melamine 
in glycerol mediated with sulfuric acid, which polymerized and subse-
quently self-assembled to layer structures (Fig. 1). The glycerol mole-
cules intercalated between the carbon nitride layers during the 

Fig. 2. SEM image of GCN (a, b), SCN(c, d), and PSCN(e, f), (a); Element mapping of C (g), N (h), and S (i) of PSCN.  

Fig. 3. Nitrogen adsorption − desorption isotherms (a) and pore size distribution (b) of GCN and PSCN.  
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hydrothermal process [33] and the ultrasonic exfoliation [34] during 
the washing step could contribute to the formation of the narrow ribbon. 
Meanwhile, the –S–OH of sulphuric acid was carbonized with melamine 
to form C–S bonds in the framework. Additionally, the precursor would 
shrink in bulk during the thermal calcination process, causing many 
pores to form on the layers, therefore generating a porous ribbon 
structure. The tentative formation mechanism was schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1. 

3.2. Catalyst microstructures 

The SEM images of as-prepared GCN, SCN, and PSCN are shown in 
Fig. 2. GCN is bulky and lacks discernible pores (Fig. 1a–b), and its 
substantial agglomeration was primarily driven by heterogeneous heat 
transfer during condensation polymerization [35]. In contrast, S-doped 
carbon nitride samples, including SCN and PSCN, formed thin ribbons. 
(Fig. 1b,e). With the aid of ultrasonic treatment, loose and porous 
structures with numerous randomly organized layers and edges were 

formed in the ribbons of PSCN sample. These thin layer structures and 
porous channels can increase the light absorption, maximize reactive 
sites on the surface, and reduce carriers’ recombination, all of which 
enhance the efficiency of the photocatalyst [36]. C, N, and S elements 
were observed in the PSCN catalyst, according to the EDS element 
mappings in Fig. 2g–i. The results indicated that the carbon nitride 
matrix has an even distribution of S elements. 

BET surface areas and pore size distributions of GCN, SCN and PSCN 
were studied by analyzing the nitrogen adsorption–desorption iso-
therms of all the samples. The specific surface area of PSCN reached 
43.5 m2/g, which was larger than 26.6 m2/g of SCN and 6.5 m2/g of 
GCN. As seen in Fig. 3a, all the samples exhibit a type IV isotherm with a 
hysteresis loop of H1, which proves the presence of cylindrical meso-
pores in these materials [37]. The isotherms displayed a high absorption 
in the high relative pressure (P/P0) region (from 0.9 to 1.0), sugges-
ting the development of mesopores in the PSCN samples. In the pore size 
distribution curves of SCN and PSCN, a new peak at around 2.2 nm 
appeared, which may be attributed to the development of new pores by S 

Fig. 4. XRD patterns (a) and FTIR spectra (b) of GCN, SCN, and PSCN.  

Fig. 5. XPS survey spectra (a), high-resolution C1s (b), N1s (c), and S2p (d) of GCN, SCN, and PSCN.  
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doping. This result, in accordance with TEM analysis, proves that the 
incorporation of S element to GCN can produce more small pores in 
addition to the increased surface area. PSCN showed wider pore size 
distribution from 10 nm to 25 nm. As a result of greatly enhanced BET 
surface area and pore volume, more reaction sites can be formed on the 
surface of PSCN. Meanwhile, the porous structures can accel-
erate reactant diffusion, which contributes to photocatalytic activity. 

The XRD patterns of samples in Fig. 4a showed similar diffraction 
peaks, suggesting that these three samples had similar crystal structures 
[38]. The XRD curves have two typical diffraction peaks at 13.0◦ and 
27.4◦, which are attributed to (100) and (002) crystal planes of carbon 
nitrides, respectively. The (100) plane was assigned to the in-plane 
structural packing of aromatic systems with an average distance of 
d = 0.675 nm [39]. The (002) plane was assigned to interlayer stacking 
of conjugated aromatic systems, corresponding to the average interlayer 
distance of d = 0.326 nm [40]. After modification, the diffraction peak 
shifted to 27.0◦ for SCN and PSCN. It was possibly caused by S atoms 
incorporated into the C–N framework led to more curved structures and 
an increase in layer spacing [41]. FTIR spectra (Fig. 4b) showed the 
bending vibration of tri-s-triazine units at 805 cm− 1 and the stretching 
vibration of the aromatic C–N rings at 1230–1750 cm− 1. The peaks at 
3000–3300 cm− 1 were assigned to the stretching vibration of the amino 
groups at the edge of the rings [42]. FTIR results of SCN and PSCN show 
similar patterns with GCN, suggesting that S-doping did not disrupt the 
original 2D conjugated structures of GCN. 

The XPS technique was used to elucidate the chemical compositions 
and oxidation states of constituent elements in the GCN, SCN and PSCN 
samples. The XPS survey spectra (Fig. 5a) demonstrated the presence of 
C, N, and O elements with sharp peaks at 288 eV (C 1 s), 400 eV (N 1 s), 
and 532 eV (O 1 s), but no noticeable peaks corresponding to S elements 
in the SCN and PSCN samples. This suggests low doping levels of sulfur 
in SCN and PSCN. The high-resolution XPS spectra of C, N, and S ele-
ments in GCN, SCN and PSCN samples are presented in Fig. 5b-d. In the 
C1s spectra of GCN, three peaks with binding energies of 288.5 eV, 
286.3 eV, and 285.0 eV were observed. These peaks are assigned to the 
sp2 hybrid C atoms in the aromatic ring (N–C––N), C atoms generated 
by partial condensation polymerization at the edge of the aromatic ring 

(C–NH2), and carbon impurity on the surface (C–C, C––C), respectively 
[43,44]. As shown in Fig. 5c, the peaks at 399.0, 400.3, and 401.5 eV are 
assigned to the N atoms in the aromatic C–N rings (C–N––C), the 
sp3 hybridized structures (N–C3), and at the end of aromatic rings 
(C–NHx) [29,45], respectively. The weak peak at 404.9 eV is assigned to 
π excitations [46]. Fig. 5d shows the high-resolution spectra of S 2p. 
From the spectra, the atomic contents of the S element were calculated 
to be 0.75 wt% and 0.86 wt% in SCN and PSCN samples, respectively. 
The binding energy of S 2p in PSCN at around 168.5 eV was assigned to 
S–C bonds formed by replacing the N atoms with the S atoms [47]. 
Furthermore, for SCN and PSCN, similar patterns of C 1 s and N 1 s 
spectra without significant binding energy shifts were observed. It im-
plies that the aromatic CN heterocycles in both samples have nearly 
identical chemical states for carbon and nitrogen. 

3.3. Charge-carriers separation and transport 

In Fig. 6a,b, UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectra and computed band 
gaps are displayed. The band gap of pure phase GCN has a value of 
around 2.72 eV, comparable to the graphitic carbon nitride reported in 
the literature [40]. After S element doping, SCN and PSCN’s light ab-
sorption in the full spectrum (350–800 nm) was strengthened and 
revealed a clear redshift. The band gap values of SCN and PSCN are 
about 2.26 eV and 2.24 eV, respectively. Light absorption in the visible 
range plays a crucial role in photocatalytic performance. All the samples 
absorbed high-intensity ultra-violet light, but GCN showed a sharp edge 
at around 420 nm, while PSCN and SCN didn’t show an obvious decrease 
and have a tail extending to near IR region. The red shift of the ab-
sorption wavelength indicated that PSCN and SCN can absorb more solar 
energy to produce more photogenerated electrons and holes pair. Fig. 6c 
shows the Mott–Schottky curves with the saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) as the reference electrode. GCN, SCN, and PSCN all have positive 
fitting slopes, suggesting they are n-type semiconductors [48]. The flat 
band potentials of GCN, SCN, and PSCN are − 0.82, − 0.78, and − 0.76 V, 
respectively. The Fermi levels (Ef) of GCN, SCN, and PSCN are − 0.60, 
− 0.56, and − 0.54 V, respectively [49]. The XPS–VB spectra (Fig. 6d) 
showed that the band gaps of GCN, SCN, and PSCN between the Fermi 

Fig. 6. UV − vis diffuse reflectance spectra (a), estimated band gaps (b), Mott − Schottky curves (c), and XPS-VB plot (d) of GCN, SCN, and PSCN.  
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level and valence band (VB) are 2.24, 2.07, and 1.96 eV [50], respec-
tively. The VB potentials are calculated to be 1.64, 1.51, and 1.42 eV for 
GCN, SCN, and PSCN, respectively, while the conduction bands (CB) are 
determined to be − 1.08, − 0.75, and − 0.82 eV, respectively [51]. The 
potential changes of GCN, SCN, and PSCN are shown in Fig. 7, and the 
band gaps and electron migration in the samples are illustrated. From 
these results, S-doping is effective in both narrowing the bandgap and 
increasing VB width of C3N4 by the interaction of S 3p states with N 2p 
states, which justifies the appreciated photoactivity of the modified 
catalysts [28]. 

Fig. 8a presents the transient photocurrent responses of all the 
sample electrodes. The photocurrent density from the PSCN electrode 
reached the maximum, which was about 2.7 times that of GCN and 1.5 
times that of SCN. Higher photocurrent value represents more efficient 
separation of electrons and holes. It shows that PSCN can produce more 

electrons and obtain efficient visible light guidance. After many cycles, 
the transient photoinduced current from the PSCN electrode can respond 
continuously without noticeably decreasing, showing that the PSCN 
structure remained stable when exposed to visible light. The recombi-
nation and separation of photo-induced charge carriers are investigated 
using photoluminescence spectroscopy. 

Fig. 8b shows the PL emission spectra under an excitation wave-
length of 380 nm, and the peaks of the samples were centered at around 
460 nm. It is known that the unshared pair of electrons of heterocyclic 
nitrogen 2p orbitals form HOMO and the sp2 hybridized carbon-
–nitrogen clusters form LUMO. The emission with the peak at around 
460 nm comes from the transition of electrons from the LUMO- π* state 
to the HOMO-n state [52,53]. There is no significant peak shift can be 
observed, which implies the transition of electrons in these three sam-
ples follows the same mechanism. A lower peak intensity corresponds to 
a lower recombination rate of electrons and holes [31,54]. The PL in-
tensity gradually decreases from GCN to PSCN indicating PSCN un-
dergoes the most intense fluorescence quenching of all the samples, 
possibly due to the electrons generated by light irradiation being trap-
ped in the defects. Since PSCN’s peak is lower than those of SCN and 
GCN, PSCN has more free electrons, as confirmed by the photocurrent 
results, which can subsequently be transferred from the sample to the 
reactants for reduction of CO2. 

3.4. Photocatalytic performance 

Fig. 9 displays the CO yield rates for all samples during CO2 reduc-
tion when illuminated by visible light. In comparison to GCN, the 
reduction rates of the S-doped catalysts (SCN and PSCN) were improved. 
PSCN has a rate of 30.3 μmol⋅h− 1⋅g− 1, which is higher than GCN’s 
(5.2 μmol⋅h− 1⋅g− 1) and SCN’s (20.1 μmol⋅h− 1⋅g− 1 by around 5.8 times 

Fig. 7. Potential level and charge transport of GCN, SCN, and PSCN.  

Fig. 8. Transient photocurrent responses (a) and PL spectra (b) of GCN, SCN and PSCN.  

Fig. 9. Photocatalytic CO2 reduction of GCN, SCN, and PSCN (a); Photocatalytic stability test of PSCN (b).  
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and 1.5 times, respectively. As seen in Fig. 9b, the PSCN catalyst’s 
photocatalytic CO2 reduction activity was studied under conditions of 
sustained visible light illumination. The catalyst’s activity after 5 cycles 
of reactions did not exhibit a significant decline in photocatalytic ac-
tivity, confirming that PSCN was stable and had a long service life. It’s 
noteworthy that no other products like CH3OH or CH4 generated by the 
photocatalyst were detected by gas chromatography (Fig. 10). 

3.5. Photocatalytic mechanism. 

Generally, the photocatalytic CO2 reduction reaction involves the 
following three steps: (i) CO2 adsorption and activation; (ii) photo- 
produced charge carriers excitation and transfer to the catalyst sur-
face; and (iii) photocatalytic reaction [55]. Upon illumination with 
light, the photocatalyst generated electrons (e− ) in the CB and holes (h+) 
in the VB, as shown in Eq. (1). Further, The e− are exploited to reduce 
CO2 to its radical (CO2

•− ), as shown in Eq. (2) [35]. The water (H2O) 
oxidation arises at VB of the catalyst to produce the energetic protons 
(H+) and oxygen (Eq. 3). The CO2

•− , H+ and e− further boosted the rate of 
CO generation (Eq. 4), which involves a 2e− /2H+ reduction process [56] 
as shown in Eq. (5). In semiconductors, the numerous e− and H+ transfer 
by proton-coupled electron transfer mechanism is feasible for multi e−

reduction reaction.  

PSCN + hυ → PSCN* + h+ + e− (1)  

CO2 + e− + hυ → CO2
•− (2)  

H2O + 2 h+ + hυ → (½)O2 + 2H+ (3)  

CO2
•− + 2H+ + e− + hυ → CO + H2O                                              (4)  

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− + hυ → CO + H2O                                              (5)  

4. Conclusions 

In summary, the PSCN photocatalyst was successfully prepared by 
one-pot hydrothermal synthesis with ultrasonication. The formation of 
thin ribbon structures and pore channels in PSCN was ascribed to ul-
trasonic treatment during the synthesis process. The XPS, UV–vis and 
photocatalytic performance demonstrate that effective S element doping 
can lower carbon nitride’s band gap, minimize -
free charge carrier recombination, and thus enhance the CO2 reduction 
capability under visible light. The photocatalytic CO2 reduction rate of 
PSCN reached 30.3 μmol⋅h− 1⋅g− 1, which is 5.8 times that of bulky car-
bon nitride. This study offers a new method for preparing efficient 
nonmetal-doped carbon nitride for fuel production and environmental 
applications. 
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